Optical compensation for the perturbed three mirror anastigmatic telescope based on nodal aberration theory.
In this paper, the Zernike coefficient is analytically expressed as the product of the dependence of aberration field decenter vectors (related with perturbations) and the dependence of fields of view (FOVs), on the frame work of nodal aberration theory (NAT). By expanding and analyzing this expression, an alignment strategy by optical compensation for the perturbed on-axis or off-axis telescope is presented. Specifically, two cases, corresponding to the misalignment of tertiary mirror (TM) and the deformation of primary mirror (PM), respectively, are discussed for the same three mirror anastigmatic (TMA) telescope. Here the misaligned TM and the deformed PM are compensated only by aligning secondary mirror (SM). By analyzing the aberration field after compensation with the nominal, it is found that either PM or TM can be compensated by SM. It is also found TM is more easily compensated than PM. In the end, the NAT method developed here used for optical compensation is compared to merit function regression (MFR) method and sensitivity table method (STM). By comparing NAT method with MFR method, it is shown that the calculated correction values of SM based on NAT method is very close to the referred values obtained from MFR method. It proves the correctness of NAT method developed here. By comparing NAT method with STM, it demonstrates that the computation accuracy of NAT method is much higher in poor conditions and NAT method is less sensitive to measurement errors. It is further illustrated that the theory of optical compensation by SM developed here is correct and applicable.